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Results

Background
•

•
•

Most prior research on resting state networks in PTSD has focused
on static functional connectivity (FC) using an ROI-based
approach or canonical networks 1
Dynamic FC may provide a more sensitive measure to understand
resting state dysfunction underlying PTSD 2
Data-driven analytic approach my reveal larger network
disturbances beyond those revealed in ROI-approaches 3
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Table 2: Average graph metrics (Static FC) by Group

Figure 1

PTSD

Control

p-value

Global Efficiency

0.61

0.62

0.001*

Local Efficiency

0.61

0.62

0.001*

Clustering Coefficient

0.63

0.64

0.01*

Connectivity Strength

26.3

26.6

0.002*

Path Length

1.69

1.68

0.11

Aim

Data-driven approach to characterize and compare whole brain
network dynamics and recurrent connectivity states between
PTSD and Controls in large sample of trauma exposed
individuals from ENGIMA-PGC PTSD work group.

Figure 2
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Method 3-6

Static FC

Dynamic FC

Extract mean time series from each node

Apply sliding window to full
resting state time series

Harmonize
by site
(ComBat)

Calculate pairwise connectivity for all
nodes within each time window
PTSD+

PTSD-

Compare pairwise connectivity across
entire scan between groups

Conclusions
Plot graph theory metrics over time and
compare across groups

•
•
•
•

Resting state FC assessed for 1,049 trauma exposed individuals from 11 sites in
the PGC-PTSD work group
fMRI preprocessed with HALFPipe (https://github.com/HippocampusGirl/HALFpipe) 7
Static and dynamic FC assessed 3-6
Recurrent connectivity states (CS) identified using k-means of the dynamic FC
time windows to compare dwell time and transitions between states 3-6
PTSD (N=447)

Control (N=602)

Sex

222 F / 223 M

218 F / 384 M

Age

37.43 (11.81)

38.32 (12.71)

Depression Dx (N=860)

196 - / 158 +

387 - / 119 +

0.34 (1.08)

-0.31 (0.78)

Childhood Trauma (Z-scored; N=547)

Figure 4

...

• 42 regions retained from group ICA, organized into broad subnetworks
(Figure 1)
• Static FC results show across whole network (all 42 regions), PTSD group
had lower efficiencies than Controls (Table 2)
• Though differences were statistically significant, effects were marginal
• Dynamic FC showed blunted efficiency (lesser connectivity strength) over
time for PTSD group in visual subnetwork (Figure 2)
• No group differences in dynamic FC across whole network
• 2 connectivity states identified across the group (Figure 3)
• CS #1: high within and low between subnetwork connectivity
• CS #2: high within AND between subnetwork connectivity
• No group differences in dwell time or number of transitions between
states (Figure 4)

Figure 3

Group ICA to identify
network nodes

• Analysis approach is first to be applied in PTSD literature at this scale 3-6
• Data-driven network identification yields robust diffuse network
• Nuanced whole brain aberrancies in static FC of network in PTSD
group
• No robust differences in dynamic FC or connectivity states between
groups
• Most literature reports on smaller homogenous trauma samples 8-10
• Results suggest differences in diffuse networks may not be observed at
diagnostic level
• Resting network dynamics may vary by trauma type, symptoms,
prior history, etc.
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